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Abstract
Background
Automatic segmentation of skin lesion is considered a crucial step in Computer Aided
Diagnosis (CAD) for melanoma diagnosis. Despite its significance, skin lesion segmenta-
tion remains a challenging task due to their diverse color, texture, and indistinguishable
boundaries and forms an open problem.
Methods
Through this study, we present a new and automatic semantic segmentation network
for robust skin lesion segmentation named Dermoscopic Skin Network (DSNet). In order
to reduce the number of parameters to make the network lightweight, we used depth-wise
separable convolution in lieu of standard convolution to project the learnt discriminating
features onto the pixel space at different stages of the encoder. Additionally, we implemented
U-Net and Fully Convolutional Network (FCN8s) to compare against the proposed DSNet.
Results
We evaluate our proposed model on two publicly available datasets, namely ISIC-20171
and PH22. The obtained mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) is 77.5 % and 87.0 % respec-
tively for ISIC-2017 and PH2 datasets which outperformed the ISIC-2017 challenge winner
by 1.0 % with respect to mIoU. Our proposed network also outperformed U-Net and FCN8s
respectively by 3.6 % and 6.8 % with respect to mIoU on the ISIC-2017 dataset.
Conclusion
Our network for skin lesion segmentation outperforms other methods and is able to
provide better segmented masks on two different test datasets which can lead to better
performance in melanoma detection. Our trained model along with the source code and
predicted masks are made publicly available3.
1https://challenge.kitware.com/#challenge/583f126bcad3a51cc66c8d9a
2https://www.fc.up.pt/addi/ph2%20database.html
3https://github.com/kamruleee51/Skin-Lesion-Segmentation-Using-Proposed-DSNet
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1. Introduction
One in every three cancers is a skin cancer worldwide (Ge et al., 2017). It is estimated to
have 96,480 new cases and 7,230 deaths from melanoma in 2019 in the United States alone
(American Cancer Society, 2019). Melanomas constitute less than 5 % of all skin cancers,
however, account for around 75 % of all skin-cancer-related deaths in the United States alone
(Esteva et al., 2017). Early diagnosis is very important in the case of skin cancer as shown
by the study where the survival rate was as high as 90 % for melanoma with early detection
(Ge et al., 2017). Multiple non-invasive imaging techniques such as dermoscopy, photogra-
phy, Confocal Scanning Laser Microscopy (CSLM), Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT),
ultrasound imaging, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), and spectroscopic imaging are
currently being used to assist dermatologists in skin lesion diagnosis (Smith and MacNeil,
2011). Traditionally, the images output by the above mentioned techniques are visually
inspected by dermatologists to diagnose skin cancer (Haenssle et al., 2018). Examining
these images for skin cancer is a complex and tedious process. To assist the dermatologist
and to improve the accuracy, Computer Aided Diagnosi CAD systems have been developed.
Nowadays CAD has become an essential part of the routine clinical work for abnormality
detection in medical images at many screening sites and hospitals (Doi, 2007). CAD sys-
tems generally consist of multiple components such as image acquisition, pre-processing,
segmentation, feature extraction, and classification (Fan et al., 2017; Jalalian et al., 2017).
Segmentation is a vital component of skin cancer diagnosis as the features for the classifi-
cation are obtained from the region of interest (ROI) of a segmented mask (Korotkov and
Garcia, 2012). However, automatic and robust skin lesion segmentation is a challenging
task due to patient specific properties such as skin color, texture, size of lesion area, and
the presence of numerous artifacts such as body hair, reflections, air bubbles, rolling lines,
shadows, color calibration charts, non-uniform lighting, non-uniform vignetting, markers,
and ink (Mishraa and Celebi, 2016) as shown in Fig. 1.
In the early days, a mixture of edge-detection, thresholding, active contours (expectation-
maximization, level sets, clustering, adaptive snakes, etc.) or region based (region growing,
iterative stochastic region merging, etc.) techniques were used for skin lesion segmentation
(Celebi et al., 2009; Oliveira et al., 2016). Celebi et al. (2008) extracted skin lesion borders
by fusing ensembles of several thresholding methods which can usually achieve accurate and
robust results for simple textures and when the contrast between the lesion(foreground) and
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Figure 1: A typical pictorial presentation of the skin images in ISIC-2017 test dataset (Codella et al., 2018)
with different challenging images for segmentation. The obtained segmented masks of these challenging
images using our proposed DSNet are provided in Appendix A.
background is high. Thresholding based methods often fail to get precise segmentation due
to presence of different types of artifacts as mentioned above. Abbas et al. (2011) mod-
ified region-based active contours for multiple lesion segmentation and Zhou et al. (2013)
proposed a mean shift based gradient vector flow algorithm to locate the correct borders.
However, when the skin lesion border is fuzzy, the above mentioned methods provide only
a coarse segmentation. Fan et al. (2017) used saliency based image enhancement followed
by Otsu thresholding. Nevertheless, selecting a proper threshold is often unattainable due
to noise and diverse appearances of skin images. Garnavi et al. (2010) proposed an au-
tomatic segmentation algorithm using color space analysis and clustering-based histogram
thresholding to determine the optimal color channel for segmentation of skin lesions. This
method performed better only when high resolution images were used and in addition re-
quired pre-processing like a hair removal algorithm. Melli et al. (2006) used median cut,
k-means, fuzzy-c means, and mean shift for automatic border extraction of skin lesions.
These computer vision algorithms depend highly on parameter tuning and finding a set of
parameters that leads to accurate segmentation is often difficult.
Recently, semantic segmentation using Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) have be-
come popular as they lead to robust solutions for skin lesion segmentation by pixel wise
classification (Ajmal et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2018; Long et al., 2015; Ronneberger et al.,
2015). Bi et al. (2017b) presented a multi-stage Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) ap-
proach for accurate skin lesion segmentation where they employed a parallel integration
method to combine the outputs of every stage. Tang et al. (2018) proposed a multi-stage
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UNets (MS-UNet) with deeply-supervised learning strategy where they injected multiple U-
Nets into the auto-context scheme to segment skin lesions. Al-masni et al. (2018) proposed
full resolution convolutional networks (FrCN) where they removed all the sub-sampling lay-
ers of the encoder to get the full resolution of the input image without losing any spatial
information. However, without sub-sampling, the CNN models often suffer from over-fitting
due to redundant features in addition to having a narrower field of view of the feature maps
(Long et al., 2015). Sarker et al. (2018) proposed SLSDeep, combining skip-connections, di-
lated residuals, and pyramid pooling networks. In their model, the encoder network depends
on dilated residual network layers along with pyramid pooling network with the enhanced
ability to learn features from the input dermoscopic images. The cost function they opti-
mized comprised a Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) term and an End Point Error (EPE) term.
Salimi et al. (2018) proposed DermoNet having an encoder-decoder paradigm where the en-
coder consisted of multiple dense blocks while the decoder was used to recover the full image
resolution. To process high-resolution features from early layers as well as high-semantic fea-
tures of deeper layers, they linked the output of each dense block with its corresponding
decoder. Yuan (2017) proposed a deep fully convolutional-deconvolutional neural network
where the learning rate was adjusted based on the first and the second-order moments of
the gradient at each iteration. In this method, author included additional channels such as
Hue-Saturation-Value form HSV color space and the L channel (lightness) from CIELAB
space along with the original RGB channels. Moreover, author used bagging-type ensemble
of six networks to obtain the final lesion mask. The automatic, robust, and accurate segmen-
tation of skin lesion is highly desirable requirements for further feature extraction followed
by melanoma detection, however, is complicated in the presence of the above mentioned
different types of artifacts.
In this article, we propose Dermoscopic Skin Network (DSNet), a semantic segmentation
network for automatic and robust dermoscopic skin lesion segmentation. To eliminate the
necessity of learning the redundant features in the encoder of the proposed network, we
use dense blocks and transition blocks which were inspired by DenseNet (Huang et al.,
2017). Within a dense block, the resolution of the feature maps remains constant whereas
the number of filters change. Within a transition layer, the feature maps are downsampled
by 2 × 2 pooling layers, in addition to having a batch normalization layer and a 1 × 1
convolution layer. We use depth-wise separable convolution in the decoder similar to the
studies of Chollet (2017) and Kaiser et al. (2017) in order to reduce the number of parameters
that results in a more generic and lightweight network. To highlight the importance of the
overlapping between the true and predicted skin lesion masks, we propose sum of intersection
over union and cross entropy as cost functions.
The remaining sections of the article are organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
architecture of the proposed network whereas section 3 describes the experiments and the
results obtained along with an interpretation of the results. Finally, section 4 concludes the
article.
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2. Proposed DSNet Architecture
In general, CNN for semantic segmentation consists of two essential components: the
encoder and the decoder (Badrinarayanan et al., 2017). The encoder is composed of con-
volution and sub-sampling layers and is responsible for the automatic feature extraction
(Lin et al., 2014). The convolution layers are used to produce the feature maps whereas
the sub-sampling layers are used to achieve spatial invariance by reducing the resolution
of these generated maps. This reduction in resolution leads to an expansion of the field of
view of the feature map which in turn makes the extraction of more abstract salient features
possible in addition to minimizing the computational cost (Long et al., 2015). The decoder
semantically projects the discriminating lower resolution features learnt by the encoder onto
the pixel space of higher resolution to get a dense pixel wise classification (Garcia-Garcia
et al., 2018). However, the significantly reduced feature maps due to sub-sampling, suffer
from the spatial resolution loss which introduces coarseness, less edge information, checker-
board artifacts, and over-segmentation in semantically segmented masks (Long et al., 2015;
Odena et al., 2016; Ronneberger et al., 2015). Ronneberger et al. (2015) introduced skip
connections in U-Net which allowed the decoder to recover the relevant features learnt at
each stage of the encoder that were lost due to pooling. Long et al. (2015) fused features
having different coarseness of the encoder in FCN to refine the segmentation using spatial
information from different resolutions at different stages of the encoder. However, when the
deconvolution kernel size is not divisible by the up-scaling factor, a deconvolution overlap is
occurred as the number of low resolution features that contributes to a single high resolution
feature is not constant across the high resolution feature map (Odena et al., 2016). Due
to the deconvolution overlap, checkerboard artifacts may appear in the segmented mask.
Al-masni et al. (2018) proposed Full resolution Convolution Network (FrCN) which does
not have any sub-sampling layers in the encoder to preserve the spatial information of the
feature maps for precise segmentation. Yet, sub-sampling of feature maps is highly desirable
to be employed in CNN due to the several positive aspects that were mentioned at the be-
ginning of this section. All the semantic segmentation networks have similar encoder design
but they vary mainly in their decoder mechanism with respect to how the discriminating
features are projected onto the pixel space.
In the proposed DSNet, the encoder has 121 layers which mimics DenseNet (Huang
et al., 2017) architecture to eliminate the necessity of learning the redundant features. An
encoder such as the one proposed in DSNet has the ability to learn the abstract features of
lesions from skin images, reduce the vanishing-gradient problem occurrences, and strengthen
feature propagation. The design of the DSNet enables each encoding layer to have direct
access to the gradients of the loss functions of all previous encoding layers and also to
the original input image using skip connections as shown in Fig. 2. The encoder of the
proposed DSNet contains feature layers, dense blocks, and transition blocks as shown in
Fig. 3. In a dense block, a dense layer receives the outputs of all its previous layers (see
Fig. 2) where the output depth of the Lth layer (DL) is (L-1) × growth rate +DL−1. The
growth rate is the hyperparameter that regulates the amount of information being added to
the layer of the network. A transition layer exists between every two adjacent dense layers
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which is responsible for reducing the computational complexity. The 1 × 1 convolutional
layer (bottleneck layer) ensures that the second convolutional layer always has a fixed input
depth (Huang et al., 2017). The 2×2 average pooling layer with a stride of 2 reduces the size
of the feature map by sub-sampling. We have also used skip connections having ladder like
structures (Rasmus et al., 2015) inspired by U-Net to overcome the sub-sampling limitations
and deconvolution overlap. Each pooled layer of the DSNet is channel-wise concatenated to
a deconvoluted feature map having the same dimensions as shown in Fig. 4 where it acts
as a compensatory connection for the spatial information lost due to sub-sampling. The
complete graph of the proposed network is publicly available3.
X0 H1 X1 H2 X2 H3 X3 H4
H: Batch Normalization + ReLU+Convolution
Figure 2: A typical example of a dense block of DenseNet with 4 layers and a growth rate of 3 where
each feature map H concatenates all the feature maps of its preceding layers of the block for feature reuse
throughout the network. Consequently, this makes the encoder of DSNet more compact (lightweight).
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Figure 3: The encoder of the DSNet generates spatially invariant feature maps. In a dense block, the
feature map resolution remains the same while the number of filters differ whereas in a transition block, the
redundant features are truncated
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Figure 4: The decoder of the proposed DSNet to reconstruct a high resolution image of the predicted lesion
mask from a low resolution image.
Moreover, the internal co-variate shift due to the change of parameters during the train-
ing has been addressed in the proposed DSNet by adding batch normalization (Ioffe and
Szegedyet, 2015) in both the encoder and decoder. The use of depth-wise separable con-
volution (Chollet, 2017) instead of traditional standard convolution in the decoder and the
reuse of features that leads to a substantial reduction of the number of parameters in the
encoder are the main factors in making the DSNet lightweight. Depth-wise separable con-
volution is a spatial convolution performed independently over each channel of an input
followed by a point-wise convolution, i.e. a 1 × 1 convolution that projects each output
channel of the depth-wise convolution onto a new channel space. For any convolution layer,
suppose the number of filters, depth and kernel size are NF , MD and K respectively. The
the total number of parameters of that layer is NF ×MD × K2 and MD × (NF + K2) for
standard and depth-wise separable convolution respectively. Thus, we are able to reduce the
number of parameters by a factor of (1/NF + 1/K
2) per each convolution layer of DSNet.
3. Experiments and Results
3.1. Datasets and Hardware
The proposed network was trained on the publicly available International Skin Imaging
Collaboration (ISIC-2017) training dataset (Codella et al., 2018) and was tested on both
ISIC-2017 test and PH2 (Mendonc¸a et al., 2013) datasets. The ISIC-2018 challenge dataset
(Codella et al., 2018) was not used as the organizers haven’t provided the groundtruth data
for validation and testing set. The images in ISIC-2017 dataset are 8-bit RBG having various
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resolutions ranging from 540 × 722 to 4499 × 6748 pixels whereas the ones in PH2 dataset
are 8-bit RBG having the same resolution of 768 × 560 pixels. The training, validation,
and test datasets of ISIC comprise 2000, 150, and 600 images respectively. Furthermore, the
percentage of melanoma (mel), seborrheic keratosis (sk), and nevus (nev) are (18.8 %, 12.7 %,
and 68.5 %), (20.0 %, 28.0 %, and 52.0 %), and (19.5 %, 15.0 %, and 65.5 %) in training,
validation, and testing respectively. On the other hand, PH2 dataset has 20.0 % and 80.0 %
of mel and nev respectively. A set of images from the ISIC-2017 test dataset, representing
various challenges to overcome is presented in Fig. 1. The networks were implemented using
the python programming language in keras framework with tensorflow backend and the
experiments were carried out on a desktop running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS operating system
with the following hardware configuration: IntelR© CoreTM i7-6850K CPU @ 3.60GHz × 12
processor and GeForce GTX 1080/PCle/SSE2 GPU with 8GB GDDR5 memory.
3.2. Training and Run-time Analysis
In the proposed DSNet, the kernels of the encoder were initialized using the pre-trained
weights from ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) and the kernels of decoder were initialized using
the “he normal” distribution. All input images were standardized and rescaled to [0 1] range
before feeding into the network. As we noticed that most of the images of ISIC-2017 der-
moscopic dataset have a 3 : 4 aspect ratio, all images were resized to 192× 256. To increase
the robustness of the segmentation, geometric augmentations such as rotation, zooming,
shifting, and flipping were performed. The ISODATA (Iterative Self-Organizing Data Anal-
ysis Technique) (El-Zaart, 2010) method was used to threshold the output probability map
from the sigmoid activator in order to retrieve the skin lesion ROI. The region having the
maximum connected number of pixels was selected as the skin lesion ROI. The binary or
categorical cross-entropy functions are widely used as loss functions in both classification
and semantic segmentation. However, using binary or categorical cross-entropy as cost func-
tions may lead to bias effects as the size of a lesions is drastically smaller than the size of
the background. Hence, we minimize the sum of binary cross-entropy and IoU (Yuan and
Lo, 2019) as the cost function (Lseg) and is expressed in Eqn. 1.
Lseg(y, yˆ) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
[yi log yˆi+(1−yi) log(1− yˆi)]+1−
∑N
i=1 yi × yˆi∑N
i=1 yi +
∑N
i=1 yˆi −
∑N
i=1 yi × yˆi
(1)
where, y and yˆ are the true label and predicted probability respectively. The cost function
is optimized using adadelta (Zeiler, 2012) with initial learning rate = 1.0 and decay factor
= 0.95. For better optimization, initial learning rate was reduced when the specified metric
had stopped improving. When learning loss stagnated for 8 epochs, the learning rate was
reduced by 40%. The mean Intersection over Union (mIoU), mean Sensitivity (mSn), and
mean Specificity (mSp) have been used for the quantitative analysis of segmented masks in
different experiments. mIoU is used to quantify the percentage overlap between the true
and predicted lesion masks whereas mSn and mSp are used to quantify the type II error
(false negative rate) and type I error (false positive rate) respectively.
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3.3. Results and Discussion
In this section, the qualitative and quantitative segmentation results obtained by several
extensive experiments are reported. First, the proposed DSNet is compared against two
other implementations: namely, FCN8s and U-Net. Then, the proposed cost function (Lseg)
is compared against cross-entropy and intersection over union. The proposed DSNet is
further evaluated with respect to different class (mel, sk, and nev) segmentation for both
ISIC-2017 and PH2 datasets. Finally, the performance of DSNet is compared against the
state-of-the-art networks.
3.3.1. Evaluation of The Proposed DSNet and Cost Function against Other Implementations
The quantitative results of semantic segmentation for the three networks (DSNet, FCN8s,
and U-Net) employing different cost functions are shown in Table 1. From Table 1, it is
observed that irrespective of the segmentation network, the specificity of both the cross en-
tropy and IoU loss functions is higher than the sensitivity which implies that the background
skin is segmented more accurately than the lesions. The true positive rate (sensitivity) was
improved by using the proposed loss function than the IoU loss funtion while the true nega-
tive rate (specificity) was improved using the proposed loss function than the cross entropy
loss function as presented in the Table 1. The proposed loss function resulted in higher over-
lapping (mIoU) between the true and predicted masks than both cross-entropy and IoU loss
functions for all three networks. Furthermore, it is also observed that the proposed DSNet
yields the best performances with respect to mIoU by improving the U-Net and FCN8s
results by 3.6 % and 6.8 % respectively when the proposed loss function is employed. The
compactness of DSNet is evidenced by having 3.8 and 13.8 times less number of parameters
than U-Net and FCN8s respectively.
Table 1: The quantitative results of semantic segmentation for the three networks (FCN8s, U-Net, and the
proposed DSNet) using different cost functions for ISIC-2017 test dataset. Metrics were calculated using
the ground truth and the predicted labels obtained using the networks.
Metric
Network Parameters Cost Function
mIoU mSn mSp
Cross Entropy 0.688 0.926 0.893
IoU Loss 0.658 0.718 0.965FCN8s 138 M
Proposed Loss 0.707 0.858 0.938
Cross Entropy 0.717 0.900 0.933
IoU Loss 0.693 0.719 0.986U-Net 38 M
Proposed Loss 0.739 0.785 0.982
Cross Entropy 0.771 0.832 0.977
IoU Loss 0.743 0.782 0.984Proposed Network 10 M
Proposed Loss 0.775 0.875 0.955
Table 2 presents a sample of the qualitative results obtained by the three different net-
works using the proposed cost function. The checkerboard effect can be observed on the
segmented masks of images obtained using FCN8s due to the non-divisible upscaling factor
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Table 2: Qualitative segmentation results for ISIC-2017 test dataset using FCN8s, U-Net, and DSNet
network implementations. Green, Red, and Yellow colors indicate the TP, FN, and FP respectively. The
Dice co-efficient (top-left) and IoU (top-right) are provided for quantitative evaluation. More segmented
results are available on GitHub3.
Original FCN8s U-Net Proposed Net
by the size of the kernels in its decoder when projecting the lower resolution discriminat-
ing features learnt by the encoder onto the pixel space of higher resolution. It can be also
noticed that the segmented masks using FCN8s have more False Positives (FP) and coarse
boundaries due to deconvolution overlapping in the decoder. As evidenced by Table 2, the
masks obtained using U-Net suffer from under segmentation due to the lack of learnt salient
features and lost spatial resolution in the encoder. It can also be clearly seen that there are
more False Negatives (FN) with the results obtained using U-Net compared to both FCN8s
and DSNet which is highly undesirable in medical diagnosis because skin lesions would be
predicted as healthy (background) skin by the CAD system. This false belief of having
sound health induced in patients would lead to grave consequences with the progression
of the disease. On the other hand, the proposed network with the proposed loss function
demonstrate excellent performance in skin lesion segmentation as shown in Table 2. The
amount of false positives and false negatives of the segmented masks are very less compared
to the other two implemented networks. From the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve of different networks presented in Fig. 5, it is seen that the area under ROC curve
(AUC) for the proposed DSNet is 0.953 which indicates that for any given random pixel,
the probability of accurate classification is as high as 95.3 %. Also from Fig. 5, it can be
claimed that for 10 % false positive rate, the true positive rates of FCN8s, U-Net, and pro-
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posed DSNet are 86.0 %, 90.0 %, and 92.0 % respectively. The fact that the proposed DSNet
not only learns highly abstract salient features of skin lesions using such a low number of
parameters (10 M compared to 38 M and 138 M of FCN8s and U-Net respectively) but also
leads to improved semantic segmentation performance vouches for its worth as a CAD tool.
Figure 5: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) of the segmented masks using DSNet, FCN8s, and
U-Net. The dashed diagonal line represents the ROC curve of a random predictor as a baseline.
The proposed DSNet was further evaluated on different classes of skin lesions for both
ISIC-2017 test and PH2 datasets. The quantitative and qualitative results for mel, sk, and
nev lesion class segmentation are presented in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. Even though
Table 3: The quantitative results for different skin lesion class segmentation for both ISIC-2017 test and
PH2 datasets using the proposed DSNet. Metrics were calculated using the ground truth and the predicted
labels obtained using the networks.
ISIC-2017 test dataset PH2 dataset
Metric
nev mel sk overall nev mel overall
mIoU 0.808 0.730 0.684 0.775 0.891 0.835 0.870
mSn 0.907 0.836 0.832 0.875 0.945 0.929 0.929
mSp 0.956 0.939 0.953 0.955 0.976 0.849 0.969
the training images were imbalanced for different lesion classes, the high quality segmentation
results obtained for all classes (see Table 3) vouch for the success of our proposed network
for semantic lesion segmentation. The qualitative results in Table 4 show the accuracy of the
lesion segmentation using DSNet for both ISIC-2017 test and PH2 datasets although PH2
dataset was neither used for training nor validation of DSNet. The mIoU (0.87) on PH2 has
demonstrated the robustness of the proposed DSNet since the most abstract features were
learnt from ISIC-2017. The ROC curves obtained using the proposed DSNet for different
lesion classes of both datasets are presented in Fig. 6. Observing Fig. 6, it can be noted
that the true positive and true negative rates are impressive for each skin lesion class. In
can also be observed that for 10 % false positive rate, the true positive rates of sk, mel,
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Table 4: Qualitative segmentation results for ISIC-2017 test and PH2 datasets using the proposed DSNet
network. Green, Red, and Yellow colors indicate the TP, FN, and FP respectively. The Dice co-efficient
(top-left) and IoU (top-right) are provided for quantitative evaluation. More segmented results are available
on GitHub3.
ISIC-2017 test dataset PH2 dataset
Original Overlaid Original Overlaid
(a) (b)
Figure 6: Class wise ROC curves for lesion segmentation using the proposed DSNet. a) ROC curves for mel,
sk, and nev classes for ISIC-2017 test dataset and b) ROC curves for mel and nev classes for PH2 dataset.
and nev classes respectively are 82.0 %, 85.0 %, and 95.0 % for ISIC-2017 test dataset while
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the true positive rates of mel and nev classes are 85.0 % and 99.0 % respectively for PH2
dataset. It can be clearly observed that the AUC for each skin lesion class is impressive for
both datasets (see Fig. 6). These experimental results vouch for the suitability of DSNet
for different skin lesion class segmentation and its success as a CAD tool for melanoma
detection in CAD systems.
3.3.2. Advantages of DSNet over Recent Networks
In this section, the performance of DSNet is compared and contrasted to several recent
networks used for skin lesion segmentation using the same datasets for training, validation
and testing. The AUC of the segmented masks for proposed DSNet and FrCN (Al-masni
et al., 2018) are provided in Table 5. DSNet outperforms FrCN by substantial margins in
all lesion class segmentation for both ISIC-2017 test and PH2 datasets. Consequently, these
results indicate the ability of DSNet to learn more salient and discriminant features of skin
lesions comparative to FrCN.
Table 5: The area under the ROC curve metric of DSNet and the recent FrCN by Al-masni et al. (2018) for
skin lesion class segmentation for ISIC-2017 test and PH2 datasets. Both networks were trained and tested
on the same datasets.
ISIC-2017 test dataset PH2 dataset
Network
mel sk nev overall mel nev overall
FrCN 0.875 0.882 0.932 0.910 0.941 0.950 0.946
DSNet (Proposed) 0.928 0.917 0.970 0.953 0.955 0.996 0.987
Skin lesion segmentation performance of the proposed DSNet and a number of other
state-of-the-art networks for ISIC-2017 test and PH2 datasets are presented in Table 6.
DSNet produces the best segmentation for three out of the six cases while performing on
par with the winning networks on the other three cases. DSNet produces the best results
with respect to the true positive rate (lesion detected as lesion) beating the state-of-the-
art network (Li and Shen, 2018) by a 2.0 % margin. With respect to the true negative
rate, DSNet is behind the state-of-the-art network MResNet-Seg (Bi et al., 2017a) by 3.0 %.
However, comparing the true positive rate of DSNet (0.875) and MresNet-Seg (0.802), we
observe that DSNet outperforms the latter by a 7.3 % margin providing ample evidence for
the higher lesion region segmentation ability of the former. With respect to mIoU, DSNet
produces the second best results behind SLSDeep (Sarker et al., 2018) by a small margin
of 0.7 % indicating that the latter network is able to learn the background more accurately
than the former. However, DSNet outperforms SLSDeep with respect to the true positive
rate by a margin of 5.9 % demonstrating the higher ability of the former to correctly segment
skin lesions. Additionally, the proposed DSNet is a lighter network compared to SLSDeep
as the former has less number parameters than the latter. Moreover, the proposed network
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demonstrates excellent performance on PH2 dataset than the state-of-the-art networks as
presented in Table 6. Since the proposed network also performs better on PH2 dataset,
it can be claimed that DSNet is more generic as it possesses the capacity to learn more
abstract features by efficient reuse of the features inside the dense blocks in the encoder.
Table 6: Semantic segmentation performance metrics for the proposed DSNet and other state-of-the-art
networks on both ISIC-2017 test and PH2 datasets.
ISIC-2017 test dataset PH2 dataset
Network
mIoU mSn mSp mIoU mSn mSp
SegNet* (Al-masni et al., 2018) 0.696 0.801 0.954 0.808 0.865 0.966
II-FCN(Wen, 2017) 0.699 0.841 0.984 - - -
LIN (Li and Shen, 2018) 0.753 0.855 0.974 - - -
MResNet-Seg (Bi et al., 2017a) 0.760 0.802 0.985 - - -
FrCN (Al-masni et al., 2018) 0.771 0.854 0.967 0.848 0.937 0.957
SLSDeep (Sarker et al., 2018) 0.782 0.816 0.983 - - -
Proposed DSNet 0.775 0.875 0.955 0.870 0.929 0.969
*Originally proposed by Badrinarayanan et al. (2017) and was implemented by Al-masni et al. (2018) for
skin lesion segmentation.
The following presents a concise discussion of the possible bottlenecks that may lead
the recent networks shown in Table 6 to perform poorly comparatively to the proposed
DSNet. Pooling layers are required to reduce the in-plane dimensionality in order to intro-
duce translation invariance, to decrease the number of subsequent learn-able parameters,
and to increase the capability of learning more abstract features (Yamashita et al., 2018).
However, FrCN does not have pooling layers to get the full resolution feature maps. Conse-
quently, this may explain the lower probability (AUC) values obtained. In SegNet for skin
lesion segmentation implemented by Al-masni et al. (2018), the authors store the indices at
each max-pooling layer in the encoder which are later used to upsample the corresponding
feature map in the decoder in order to preserve the high-frequency information. Neverthe-
less, the authors do not take the neighbouring information into account during upsampling.
In II-FCN, Wen (2017) uses inception blocks which are very deep networks and are prone
to overfitting. LIN (Lesion Indexing Network) (Li and Shen, 2018) is based on fully con-
volutional residual networks (FCRN-88) and is the deepest network among the networks
presented in the Table 6. The extensive depth of LIN may also lead the CNN model to be
overfitted due to the limited numbers of images comparative to its depth. Bi et al. (2017a)
uses ResNets architecture in MResNet-Seg which often has gradient fading problems that
lead the CNN model to be overfitted.
4. Conclusion
In this article, a new robust and automatic skin lesion segmentation network called
DSNet has been proposed and implemented. Additionally, a new loss function comprising a
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binary cross-entropy term and intersection over union term has also been proposed. The po-
tential of the proposed network has been evidenced through multiple extensive experiments.
Transfer learning in the form of reusing some pre-train model weights to initialize the kernel
is employed in the encoder in order to avoid the optimization convergence to a local min-
ima. The proposed new loss function with the addition of the IoU to the more traditional
cross-entropy has proven to be better suited for semantic segmentation by achieving higher
true positive rates in the experiments carried out. The proposed loss function may play
an important role in semantic segmentation where ROI selection is crucial. The proposed
DSNet possesses the highly desirable trait of having the least number of parameters among
all compared networks, all the while outperforming the existing baseline segmentation net-
works with respect to many metrics. Thus, DSNet is the least memory intensive among all
compared networks. In the future, the segmented ROIs can be used to extract features for
different lesion type classification (mel, sk, and nev).
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Appendix A. The predicted segmentation masks using the proposed net‘work
overlaid with the ground truth (GT) for the challenging images
presented in Fig. 1 where TP, FP, and FN are depicted in green,
yellow, and red respectively.
Original Image Pred. and GT Overlay Original Image Pred. and GT Overlay
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